Mold Skirts

Every molding that flies out of the mold or bounces under the machine is lost profit. Even worse is if it ends up in the box after being on the floor, because your customer will receive a damaged or contaminated part and we all know what trouble that can cause. Currently molders solve the problem by either fabricating sheet metal chutes that are expensive or, by improvising a solution with cardboard and duct tape which helps a bit but looks terrible when your customer visits to audit your process.

Now there's a better solution. IPS Mold Skirts stop the problem of spillage once and for all. There is a wide range of sizes to suit all machines and each is adjustable to cater to different mold and conveyor configurations. Skirts attach with magnets and Velcro making it quick and easy to install and remove them.

The initial cost is only a little higher than the cardboard and duct tape solution but they solve the problem for good. Just call our technical support staff and we will send you full details.